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Bone density measurements adjacent to
acetabular cups in total hip arthroplasty
using dual-energy CT: an in vivo reliability
and agreement study
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Abstract

Background: Measuring bone mineral density (BMD) around acetabular prosthetic components with computed

tomography (CT) is challenged by the complex anatomy and metal artifacts. Three-dimensional (3D) segmentation is

required for the analysis, but it is usually not practically applicable on current CTworkstations

Purpose: To test the between-scan agreement and reliability of custom segmentation software for BMD measurements

adjacent to cemented and uncemented acetabular cups in dual-energy CT (DECT).

Material and Methods: Twenty-four male patients with total hip arthroplasty were scanned and rescanned using 130-

keV virtual monochromatic DECT images. Hemispherical regions of interest were defined slice-by-slice and BMD was

calculated around the acetabular cup using custom segmentation software.

Results: In the uncemented cup, the mean BMD was 153 mg/cm3 with a between-scan difference of 10 mg/cm3

(P< 0.0001). In the cemented cup, the mean BMD was 186 mg/cm3 with a between-scan difference of 6 mg/cm3

(P¼ 0.15). In both uncemented and cemented cups the intraclass correlation coefficient between repeated measure-

ments was >0.95 and narrow Bland–Altman Limits of Agreement.

Conclusion: BMD can be measured with high absolute between-scan agreement and good reliability adjacent to

acetabular cemented and uncemented cups using DECT and segmentation software.
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Background

Bone loss around acetabular cups in total hip arthro-

plasty (THA) is considered a predictor of aseptic loos-

ening of components (1,2) and thus reliable density

measurements are crucial in the monitoring of bone
loss and for research purposes. Measuring bone miner-

al density (BMD) around acetabular prosthetic compo-

nents with computed tomography (CT) is challenged

by the complex anatomy and metal artifacts. Three-
dimensional (3D) segmentation with subsequent quan-

titative analysis is required, but it is usually not prac-

tically applicable on current CT workstations, except in

spherical or box-shaped regions of interest (ROIs).
Dual-energy CT (DECT) with virtual monochromatic

imaging can reduce beam hardening artifacts (4–7) and

thus measure attenuation more consistently than

single-energy CT (3). Therefore, density measurements
derived from attenuation measurements will also be
more consistent. A recent phantom study by von
Hamersvelt et al. (8) demonstrated measurement
errors< 6% when density measurements were
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compared to known densities using a DECT scanner.
BMD measured by CT has been examined in previous
studies (1,2,9–14), but only within-scan reliability was
assessed and thus measurement error induced by
repeated positioning and re-scanning was not
accounted for in those studies. No clinical studies
have assessed between-scan reliability in the acetabu-
lum, but one study focused on femoral and vertebral
BMD (15) and another focused solely on the femoral
side (16). Furthermore, the previous studies did not
evaluate BMD solely in close proximity to the prosthe-
ses but used combined ROIs with bone tissue near and
farther away from the metal (9–11,13,17–21). The
interface between bone and cup is different in cemented
and uncemented cups because the uncemented cup has
a perfect hemispherical shape while the cement mantle
surrounding cemented cups is more irregular which
might affect BMD measurements.

The purpose of the study was to test the between-
scan agreement and reliability of BMD measurements
adjacent to cemented and uncemented acetabular cups
using segmentation software and DECT.

Material and Methods

The sample size calculation was performed using a min-
imal relevant BMD difference level of 5% (10), i.e.
15mg/cm3, 80% power, significance level of 0.05, and
standard deviation (SD) estimates from a previous
cadaveric study (SD¼ 15.2mg/cm3) (22). Eleven
patients were needed to detect the desired differences
in the cemented and uncemented cup, respectively, and
we included an additional patient in each group to
increase power.

The inclusion criteria were: men aged 60–80 years
who had received cemented or uncemented THA sur-
gery due to primary hip arthrosis. Patients with bilat-
eral THA, previous hip surgery, screw fixation of the
acetabular cup, or primary/secondary tumors affecting
the acetabulum were excluded.

We identified 90 eligible men who had THA surgery
between January 2014 and May 2016 and recruited 24
patients with uncemented or cemented acetabular hip
prosthetics. Detailed inclusion and exclusion proce-
dures can be found in Fig. 1. The patients were scanned
during May to August 2016.

All procedures performed in studies involving
human participants were in accordance with the ethical
standards of the institutional and/or national research
committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and
its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.
Ethical approval was obtained from The Regional
Scientific Ethical Committee for Southern Denmark
(reference no. S-20160004). Informed consent was
obtained from all individual participants included in

the study. According to the Danish Act on Processing

of Personal Data (Act No. 429 of 31 May 2000) the

study was reported to and approved by the Danish

Data Protection Agency (reference no. 16/475).

Scan procedure

All scans were performed using a GE Discovery CT750
HD 64-channel scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha,

WI, USA). The DECT protocol “GSI 1” (kVp alter-

nating between 80 and 140 kVp, 630 mAs, rotation

time of 0.5 s, 0.984 pitch, filtered back projection

reconstruction and the “DETAIL” kernel) was used.

The collimation was 40 mm and the “Body” bowtie

filter was used. The protocol had a CT dose index

(CTDI)¼ 17.77 mGy (32 cm phantom) which translat-

ed into a dose-length product of 295.56 mGy•cm. No

additional image filtering was used. The patients were

positioned feet first with no restriction to hip rotation.

All scans were acquired with a slice thickness of 0.625
mm, 350 mm field of view, and an in-plane pixel size of

0.68 mm. The scans were performed with a

MINDWAYSVR QCT PRO (Mindways Software Inc.,

Austin, TX, USA) calibration phantom beneath the

patients. When ROIs are drawn in each of the phan-

tom’s calibration rods, BMD can be calculated in any

ROI in the image. To reduce radiation dose, the scan

length was fixed at 100 mm and covered only the ace-

tabular cup and the anatomy approximately 25 mm

above and below the cup. Thus, we did not perform a

full pelvic scan as is usually done in clinical practice.

After the first sequence, the patient was mobilized and

walked around for approximately 1 min and then repo-
sitioned for a repeated scan in order to achieve double

measurements. Virtual monochromatic images were

automatically reconstructed at 130 keV without slice

overlap directly from the scanner. The keV level was

chosen to ensure a sufficiently high energy level to

reduce beam hardening artifacts. In other scanners,

130 keV has previously been shown optimal in presence

of metal implants (23,24).

Measurements

Cancellous BMD was measured in the initial scan and
in the repeated scan. In each scan, a 3D hemispherical

ROI in close proximity to the acetabular cup was

defined using an in-house Fiji plug-in. Fiji is an open-

source software platform for image analysis built on

ImageJ (25). With the plug-in, the ROI could be built

using slice-by-slice free-hand drawings using a ROI

thickness of 5 mm and 2 mm distance to the cup

(Fig. 2). The cortical bone and cement were excluded

from the drawings by hand drawing. The ROI was

aligned with the cup edge and sub-divided into four
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quadrants by defining the anteversion and inclination

of the cup using reformatted coronal and sagittal

images as reference (Fig. 3). Using an in-house

custom written Python script (version 2.7.10, Python

Software Foundation, Beaverton, OR, US), histograms

with mean attenuation in each ROI and each quadrant

measured in HU were generated and subsequently

manually converted to BMD (Fig. 4) using a

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet provided by the manufac-

turer of the conversion phantom. Median time between

ROI drawings in the initial and repeated scans was

seven days (range¼ 3–30 days). The drawings were per-

formed by the first author who has> 20 years of expe-

rience in radiographic image analysis. The observer was

blinded to the first ROI when drawing the repeat-

ed ROI.

Statistics

All variables were continuous and are summarized by

mean, number of observations, and 95% confidence

intervals (95% CI). Data were determined normally

Fig. 2. Axial cross-section used for ROI definition in the right
acetabulum. The ROI was defined as the intersection between
the inner and outer border of the red circles and the blue
free-hand area. The MINDWAYS calibration phantom is placed
beneath the patient with 12-mm ROIs manually positioned in
the calibration rods (yellow).

Fig. 1. Enrollment procedure.
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distributed using the Shapiro–Wilk test. We used mixed

effects regression modelling, using measurement as

fixed effect to estimate the differences between repeated

BMD measurements. The absolute agreement between

the repeated measurements was analyzed with Bland–

Altman plots (26) including mean difference and limits

of agreement while the between-scan reliability was

assessed by intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC)

based on two-way random effects models (27,28).

Furthermore, repeatability coefficients (RC) and corre-

sponding 95% CI were calculated for the repeated meas-

urements according to Bartlett and Frost (28). RC is the

difference below which the real difference will lie with

95% probability. The RC was compared with the min-

imal relevant difference by converting to percent by

dividing RC with the mean BMD*100. P values< 0.05

were considered statistically significant. All analyses

were performed using STATA/SE 14.0 (StataCorp.

LP, College Station, TX, USA). The study is reported

in accordance with the Guidelines for Reporting

Reliability and Agreement Studies (GRASS) (29).

Results

In the cemented group (n¼ 12), the median age was

74.5 years (age range¼ 70–80 years) with a median

time from surgery to scan of 9.5 months (range¼ 3–15
months). In the uncemented group (n¼ 12), the median
age was 66.5 years (age¼ range 62–70 years) with a
median time from surgery to scan of 12 months
(range¼ 8–32 months). Mean cup size was 56 mm
(range¼ 52–62 mm).

The results regarding absolute agreement of the
repeated BMD measurements are summarized in
Table 1. For all acetabular quadrants combined
around the uncemented cup, the mean BMD was
153mg/cm3 with a between-scan difference of 10 mg/
cm3 (P< 0.0001) and an RC of 18 mg/cm3. In the
cemented cup, the mean BMD was 186 mg/cm3 with
a between-scan difference of 6 mg/cm3 (P¼ 0.15) and
an RC of 29mg/cm3.

In the sub-segmented ROIs, we found no significant
differences in the uncemented cup, but in the cemented
cup a statistically significant between-scan difference of
17 mg/cm3 (P¼ 0.02) was found in the superior ROI
(Table 2). The Bland–Altman Limits of Agreement in
the uncemented cup were narrower than in the
cemented cup (Fig. 5).

In the combined ROI, the reliability expressed as
ICC was> 0.95 in both cup types (Table 3).

Discussion

This is, to our knowledge, the first study to assess
between-scan reliability of acetabular BMD measure-
ments with CT in vivo. The results demonstrate that
BMD can be assessed adjacent to acetabular hip pros-
thetics using segmentation software and DECT.

Measurement error

The mean BMD difference between the measurements
in the combined ROI was well below or close to the
predefined 5% minimal relevant difference. However,
the measurement uncertainty expressed by RC was
11% in the uncemented and 15% in the cemented
cup in the combined ROI and as much as 16–130%
in some of the sub-segmented ROIs. This may be
explained by the small number of pixels in each quad-
rant. In the uncemented cup, the most frequent occur-
rence of bone loss is the supra-acetabular ileum
corresponding to the superior ROI (30). In this ROI,
the measurement uncertainty was 17% and 21%,
reflecting a substantial measurement error which
makes the present method less useful in the sub-
segmented ROIs. The clinical significance of peripros-
thetic bone loss is still unclear and thus the minimal
relevant difference is arbitrary. However, regular X-ray
cannot detect bone loss< 30% and X-ray only provides
two-dimensional images. Thus, CT may be clinically
advantageous compared to X-ray.

Fig. 3 Volume-rendered pelvic CT image with superimposed
color-coded ROI segments corresponding to the histograms
in Fig. 4.
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The results are in line with previous ex vivo findings
(22). Not surprisingly, the results suggest that the free-
hand drawing is more difficult to replicate in a clinical
setting. The ex vivo study used young porcine

specimens with no degenerative bone changes and, in
the cemented cup, with no or little osseo-integration of
the cement mantle; thus, the study is strengthened
by the in vivo design with double measurements.

Fig. 4. Example of histograms showing the distribution of attenuation values in HU for each ROI in a patient: (a) superior ROI; (b)
inferior ROI; (c) anterior ROI; and (d) posterior ROI. Mean attenuation and SD in the ROIs are noted above each histogram.

Table 1. Mean BMD and difference between repeated BMD measurements in uncemented and cemented cups (units of mg
K2HPO4/cm

3).

Volume of interest

Mean BMD

measurement 1

Mean BMD

measurement 2 Difference (%) 95% CI P value

Uncemented cup (n¼ 12)

All quadrants 153 163 10 (6.3) 4–15 <0.0001

Superior quadrant 164 172 8 (4.8) �0.2–16 0.06

Inferior quadrant 221 220 �1 (0.5) �11–10 0.88

Anterior quadrant 148 148 0 (0.0) �12–12 0.99

Posterior quadrant 127 153 26 (18.6) �7–59 0.13

Cemented cup (n¼ 12)

All quadrants 186 192 6 (3.2) �2–14 0.15

Superior quadrant 233 250 17 (7.0) 3–32 0.02

Inferior quadrant 133 128 �5 (3.8) �33–23 0.71

Anterior quadrant 74 88 14 (17.3) �16–45 0.36

Posterior quadrant 195 191 �4 (2.1) �20–11 0.57

Mussmann et al. 5



Because single-slice measurement approaches are prone
to patient-positioning error, the current study is also
strengthened by the use of volumetric measurements.
Finally, the observer was blinded to the first ROI posi-
tioning, which would not be the case in a clinical setting
or in a longitudinal study. Thus, we expect that the
repeatability would be better with no blinding.

The study also has some limitations. Even though
we included a sufficient number of participants, this is
still a small-scale study sensitive to outliers. This is
markedly reflected in the high RCs in the sub-
segmented ROIs, which furthermore include relatively
few pixels and are thus more sensitive to differences in
the free-hand ROI positioning compared to the com-
bined ROI. Another limitation is the fact that because
the scans were performed at the same occasion with
very short time between the repeated scans, the study
does not consider that the measurements may vary

from day to day despite air calibration. However,
using two subsequent scans also opens the possibility
of assessing the pure measurement error caused by
patient positioning and random fluctuations in CT
number measurements because no actual changes in
BMD could have occurred given the short time frame.

No female participants were included and thus the
BMD in the current study is probably higher than the
population mean because women are more prone to
osteoporosis. However, the Bland–Altman plots did
not reveal any signs of dependency of density in the
measurements.

In the current study, only a few different cup types
were included and thus the effect of cup types was
neglected. However, because we only focused on differ-
ences between repeated measurements and all cups
were titanium-backed cups with polyethylene liners or
cemented polyethylene cups and the stems had 32-mm
steel heads, we do not believe this to be relevant.

Table 2. Repeatability coefficients (RC) in units of mg/cm3 in
uncemented and cemented cups with corresponding 95% CI. The
percentage compares RC to the mean Bone Mineral Density.

Volume of interest RC (%) 95% CI

Uncemented cup (n¼ 12)

All quadrants 18 (11) 12–28

Superior quadrant 28 (17) 18–42

Inferior quadrant 36 (16) 24–55

Anterior quadrant 42 (28) 27–63

Posterior quadrant 115 (82) 75–174

Cemented cup (n¼ 12)

All quadrants 29 (15) 19–43

Superior quadrant 50 (50) 33–75

Inferior quadrant 97 (97) 64–148

Anterior quadrant 106 (131) 70–162

Posterior quadrant 53 (27) 35–81

The percentage compares RC to the mean BMD.

Fig. 5. Bland–Altman plots with average BMD (x-axis), mean difference, and limits of agreement (y-axis) in the uncemented cup (left)
and cemented cup (right) (n¼ 24).

Table 3. ICCs and 95% CI in uncemented and cemented cups
derived from DECT.

Volume of interest ICC 95% CI

Uncemented cup (n¼ 12)

All quadrants 0.95 0.56–0.99

Superior quadrant 0.94 0.79–0.98

Inferior quadrant 0.98 0.92–0.99

Anterior quadrant 0.95 0.84–0.99

Posterior quadrant 0.62 0.14–0.87

Cemented cup (n¼ 12)

All quadrants 0.97 0.90–0.99

Superior quadrant 0.88 0.56–0.97

Inferior quadrant 0.92 0.75–0.98

Anterior quadrant 0.72 0.29–0.91

Posterior quadrant 0.94 0.81–0.98
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The study demonstrates that it is crucial to assess
measurement error. Even though we found very small
mean between-scan differences, there were large indi-
vidual differences when the acetabular ROI was divid-
ed into smaller segments. Thus, the software may be
useful for research at group level, while clinical use with
individual monitoring over time is not appropriate with
this method.

In conclusion, BMD can be measured with high
absolute between-scan agreement and good reliability
adjacent to acetabular cemented and uncemented cups
using DECT and segmentation software. However, the
measurement error must be considered, especially when
smaller segments of the bone are assessed.
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